
 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

9:15 am STEP
Weight Work

Christina/
Debbie

FittleSticks
BodyBLAST

Debbie/Anne
BENCHBlast

Step+Wts 
BodyBOOM

10:00 am
(20 min)

Ch'oga Ground Work Ch'lates Ground Work Choga'lates  

5:30 pm FittleSticks BodyBOOM
BodyBLAST

Circuit 
Weight Work /
Body Sculpt 

  

6:15 pm
Hi/Lo Fitness*

 with Jenny
BENCHBlast

Step+Wts
Hi/Lo Fitness*
with Carmen

Yoga
with Koren

  

February Schedule 

 

1030 Shaw Ave. at Sierra Vista Mall         X4-health.com 

*advanced = faster, higher impact, more complex, and/or less joint or back-friendly. Be sure to work at
YOUR OWN level and lessen your range of motion if you feel stress or strain on your back or knees.



Shop Ettiquette 

 

Sign up for your membership online, and then start booking your classes! 
Book every workout so that your trainer knows you're coming; you log your attendance into
your account to earn points and prizes; and so that you can SEE your SUCCESS! 
 Greet everyone by name - enthusiastically! If you don't recognize someone, please go out of
your way to say hello, introduce yourself, and welcome them to X4! 
We are body-positive and welcome people of every age, ability, background, and ability. Our
workouts are non-intimidating by design. You'll feel the difference.  
It's as easy as X-Y-Z. EXercise in Your Zone. Do what feels good. No pressure to do too much
too soon or push harder than you should.  
Our exclusive X4 workouts are carefully crafted to be knee and back friendly, keep you up off
the ground, and provide exercises that are easy to follow and easy to perform - but are
science-based and EFFECTIVE to get you excellent RESULTS!
No Pain, ALL GAIN!! Exercise doesn't have to be painful to be effective. Research shows that
there are TREMENDOUS health benefits from moderate exercise so that you can workout
SMARTER, not HARDER. 
Burpees are not magic. You don't have to do them. Ever.  
 We have that. Want a weight loss program? We have that. Weight lifting workouts? We have
that. Cardio for fat-blasting and heart-health? We have that. Stretching and core classes that
don't make you get on the ground? We have that too. Fitness testing? Lifestyle habit tracker?
You get the point. We have those too!  
You're encouraged to bring your own weights, FittleSticks, and mat to classes. If you leave
them here, you're agreeing that someone else can borrow them when you're not here.  
Our workouts have been carefully constructed to help you develop a strong and balanced
body. We take into consideration agonist/antagonist, core,  upper-body, and leg strength,
flexibility and stretching, and building a balanced body for healthy living, strong joints, a
healthy heart, and maximum calorie burn. Please follow your trainer to the best of your ability
and don't make up your own exercises. If you need an alternative move, ASK YOUR TRAINER
for a modification or alternate exercise.
 Don't try to "pick up" on any members. Create platonic friendships without being creepy. 
 It's ok to talk and laugh and have a good time during workouts as long as you are not
sacrificing your intensity or distracting someone else from their workout. We only ask for
silence during HEART RATE COUNTS.  
You can earn POINTS for bringing a friend, posting on social media, and attending classes, and
then cash those points in for PRIZES from our pro-shop!! Get your point-tracker sticker-sheet
started today!   Questions? TEXT 559-770-8228 for answers! We've got your back! 

At X4health our focus is getting healthy from the inside-out in a culture that is
friendly, warm and welcoming with exercise formats that are as enjoyable as

they are effective.  Here are some things to expect, and that we expect from you:
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